In this paper we develop some differentiation properties of the stationary, transition, probability functions of a denumerable Markoff chain by a purely analytic method. That is, we consider analytic properties of a matrix of real valued functions Pait) ii,j = l, 2, • • • ) for 0<t, íi, ¿2< =o satisfying the conditions The probabilistic significance of I, II, and III is clear if we consider events corresponding to the positive integers and puit) as the conditional probability of the occurrence of event j at time t after the occurrence of event i. The probabilistic and mathematical significance of IV has been summarized by Doob in [l] . It has been shown by Doob [2 ] that the functions Puit) possess right-hand derivatives possibly infinite at i = 0 and by Kolmogoroff [3] that this derivative is finite for i?*j. Doob has considered the caseT"!,-Dptf(0) = 0 and shown that with this condition puit) (j = l, 2, • • • ) possess a continuous first derivative satisfying the backward differential equation of Kolmogoroff Ki: Dpuit) = 2ZDpikiO)Paii). (1) Dpu(0) > -» they do not necessarily possess second derivatives. This paper deals with two purely analytical problems, the question of the existence of derivatives and the question of analytical relations between them. In Theorem 1 we use condition (1) to establish bounds on the difference quotient and in Theorem 2 we use (1) to establish that the pa(i) have a first derivative every where. This result (announced, with a brief proof in [6] ) together with the results mentioned earlier presents a rather complete solution to the existence question2 although it is still a question3 whether (1) implies that Pa(t) 0 = li 2, • ■ • ) possess derivatives. Under (1) we show that 2/ Dpij(t)=0, t>0 (so that Doob's condition constitutes a restriction on the matrix only at the point 0) and that the differential equation The special case where
has been discussed by several authors. Feller [4] has shown that in this case the pa(t) are analytic and satisfy both Kolmogoroff differential equations. We show in Theorem 3 that with condition (3) the pij(t) satisfy the generalized Kolmogoroff equation
We shall adopt the following notation
Hm At,(0, h) = i qih l* j[ *-*> \-q>, t = j 11 wish to thank Professor K. L. Chung for suggesting this problem to me and for helpful consultation. where we define paiO) =5,y. Also we mention two real variable theorems to which we shall have occasion to refer: Theorem A. The dérivâtes and the difference quotient of a continuous function have the same least upper and greatest lower bounds (c/.
[5, p. 74]).
Theorem B. If the lower derívate of a finite function fix) is finite on a set K then fix) has a derivative almost everywhere (a.e.) on K (c/.
[6, pp. 269-271]).
We mention three properties of the difference quotient that follow readily from I-IV:
The following theorem contains a condition for a uniform bound on the difference quotient of puit). If either qi or q¡< » then puit) has a derivative almost everywhere.
Let M>qi, then by (6) and the existence of the derivative at 0 there exists a S>0 such that 0^A,-,(0, h)>-M whenever 0<Â<5. It then follows from (5) that (9) 0 g }2 àifiO, h) < M; 0 < h < ô. iiíi Let t be any point on (0, «0, then, using (7), we have
That is | Ay(i, t+h) | is less than or equal to M and hence less than or equal to g< for 0<h<5.
This shows that the right-hand dérivâtes of puit) are bounded D. G. AUSTIN [October by q,(\ DXpa(t)\ ûqî) and hence by Theorem4 A the difference quotient is in absolute value less than or equal to g,-. That is pa(t) is Lipschitzian with constant qt and therefore of bounded variation and so by Lebesgue's theorem possesses a derivative almost everywhere. Suppose q¡< <» ; again using (6) and (7) we see that Aa(t, t+h) = 23* pik(t)Akj(Q, h) ^AjV(0, h) for any r^O. It follows that D+pij(t)
is greater than or equal to -q¡. Thus by Theorems A and B we see that pa(t) has a derivative almost everywhere. Further, in view of Theorem A, we may conclude that AtJ(ti, ti) ^ -q¡. Combining this with the Lipschitzian condition above we obtain (8).
Remark. It may be noted that the proof of the lemma would have been only slightly complicated if we had replaced the condition <Z»<°° by D+pa(Q)> -«3, in which case we obtain an alternative proof of Doob's result that the qi always exist.
We now establish our basic theorem.
Theorem 2.1fqi<<» thenDpij(t) exists for 0<t< <x>, is continuous, and satisfies
Let us restrict ourselves to a bounded interval I: [O^t^t] . By Dini's theorem on the convergence of monotone sequences of continuous functions we can, for any e >0, pick a / such that £7-J Putt) <e/qi for tEI-By Theorem 1 and (6) we have O^A^O, A) = -g< and hence using (6) and (7) (11) Aij(t, t+h) = Yj ^ik(0, h)pkj(t) ^ -qipii(t) for any t and h. k Combining these inequalities we find that The inequality (13) along with Theorem A shows that D+pa(ti) = D+pa(ti), that is pn(t) has a right-hand derivative DRpa(t) at t = h and further DRpa(t) has the continuity property that for any e>0 there exists an rj >0 such that for 0 <j<r¡ we have (14) DRPii(t + s)> DRPu(t) -e.
We now consider the series Ei LJRpi}(t). From (11) we see that 22i Dnpa(i) à -q% (where again we sum over negative terms) and thus 22i L>Rpa(t) converges, or diverges to + °o. But by (5) and (12) we see that E> DRpa(t) = Q and hence the series converges. Also, it follows from Fatou's lemma that DBpu(ti + l2) = lim 22 A«(*i. h + h)Pki(t2) E hm AaCffa h + h)pkj(t2) = 22DRpik(h)pki(t2) k »->0+ * and hence E DRpu(ti tI^EZ DRpik(ti)pki(t2) We have now strengthened (5) to hold for h^O where by h = 0 we mean the right-hand derivatives. With this fact and condition (12), Dini's argument on the uniform convergence of a monotone sequence of continuous functions with a continuous limit may be applied to the sequence 23/-i &n(t> t+h) as functions of h on the closed set &2:0 to conclude that this series converges uniformly in h.
We have now, in view of the Moore-Osgood theorem, justified an interchange of limits to strengthen However, since the pkj(s) are continuous and 23* DRpik(t)convergent, we see that the right-hand side of (21) is a continuous function of í and this implies the continuity of the right derivative of pa(t) and hence by Theorem A the existence and continuity of the derivative. Statements (ii) and (iii) of the theorem now follow immediately from (16) and (21).5
Let us now consider the differentiability problem under the more restrictive hypothesis that the qt (i = i, 2, • • ■ ) are bounded. As mentioned in the introduction, this condition has been discussed by Feller [4] and Theorem 3 of this paper contains some of his results. We first prove a real variable lemma. Let gk(x) (k = \, 2, ■ • • ) be a sequence of functions having continuous derivatives on an interval l[x; agxgb] and let Af(x, y) = (f(y) -f(x))/iy -x) for any function Lemma 1. If E* I L>gkix) \ converges uniformly on I then E* I &gkix, #+Ä)| converges uniformly in (x, h) for h>0, x and x+h in I.
For given e>0 we may choose N so that for n>N we have E,"-» \Dgkix)\<€. Now providing that x and x+h are in /, and this completes the proof. 6 The following lemma indicates that if the q¡ are bounded then the puit) have derivatives of all orders which have a bound depending only on the order of the derivative, that is independent of i, j, and t. We adopt the following notation: DMpijit) is the wth derivative of Puit) at t; D^Pait) =pait); and Thus we see that each of the pa(t) possess derivatives of order a at all points of (0, oo). But the only property of t used above was that each of the functions pk¡(t) (k = l, 2, • • • ) had derivatives of order a at t = t and so the completion of the induction (that is, the verification of (25) for arbitrary /and (t -f)) is immediate.
The following lemma extends the differentiability conclusions of Lemma 2 to include ¿ = 0and contains a convergence criteria for the derivatives of pi,(t),j = l, 2, ■ • ■ . The theorem is clearly true for « = 0. Suppose it is true for n = a -1 ; we then have (27) A-,a)(<i + /,, h + t2+ h) = E Oia"l)pik(h)Aki(t2, t2 + h), where ¿2=^0, A>0, and hE.1. Now, in view of the induction hypothesis, Lemma 2, and the existence of g,-and qa, we may apply the Moore-Osgood theorem to take the limit as h-»0 inside the summation sign to obtain:
(28) DMpuih + h) = E D<*-»Pikiti)DWpM. Substituting into (29) we find that
